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Abstract— The development of many highly dynamic environments, such as pervasive environments, has modified the
behavior of users and consequently, their expectations of systems
and applications executed in these environments. Thus, a user
can connect to different places, and, each time, would like to
use the functionalities offered by the physically or logically
close environment. This paper proposes a novel approach for
specializing strategies for choosing, and then using services in a
pervasive environment. To the best of our knowledge, strategies
for the use of services in a pervasive environment are dynamic
but ad-hocly defined during the development phase. By changing
the context, the strategy can change and be replaced by another
one predefined in the application development phase. Our idea
is to provide a context-aware mechanism which is able to adapts
dynamically the condition and action parts of the rule of the
strategy to the context without the need to specify how, during the
development of applications. Only a general strategy is defined
in the development phase. At run time, a dynamic specialization
adapted to the context, provides a specialized strategy from the
general one1 .

I. I NTRODUCTION
Pervasive environment is becoming more than a vision and
is closer to users’ everyday reality. Devices tend to be more
and more tiny and even invisible. These devices are embedded
in almost any type of imaginable objects such as appliances
and various consumer goods. They are also more and more
mobile and thus, can move from a context to another one.
The diversity of services offered by these devices, and their
flexible availability can be an issue for the user to accomplish a
specific task. Users would like to, whenever it is possible, use
services available everywhere in the environment, without the
permanent need to be aware of their context and of the services
in it. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for specializing strategies for choosing, and then using services in a
pervasive environment. Usually in other approaches, strategies
for the use of services in a pervasive environment are dynamic
but ad-hocly defined during the development phase. In these
approaches, by changing the context, the strategy can change
and be replaced by another one predefined. The granularity
of the adaptation is the strategy; these approaches replace
a strategy by another one. The users or applications select
the most appropriate substitution mechanism with respect to
its requirements by providing various substitution strategies.
Our idea is to provide a context-aware mechanism that adapts
1 This work is part of the ongoing European project: IST Amigo-Ambient
Intelligence for the Networked Home Environment [1].

dynamically the rules of the strategies rather than the strategies
themselves. The mechanism will adapt dynamically the condition part and action part of the rule to the context without
the need to specify how, during the development phase of
applications. At this phase, only a general strategy is defined.
At run time, a dynamic specialization provides a specialized
strategy from the general one, adapted to the context.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives an example
scenario to explain the motivation of our work. Section 3
details the strategy specialization and the ontology used.
Section 4 describes the implementation status. Section 5 lists
some existing related works. Finally, section 6 concludes and
gives future research directions.
II. M OTIVATION
A. Application scenario: Perva-Home
Liz lives in a pervasive house. She has a special service
that awakes her every morning to go to work, wherever she
is. This service works in all the rooms of the house. If Liz
is in her room when it is 8 o’clock, the radio turns on and
Liz is awoken listening to her favorite radio station. If Liz is
sleeping in her child room, she is awoken by the HiFi stereo
playing songs for children. If she is sleeping in the guest room,
she is awoken by the light switching on. The service adapts
to the environment in which Liz is present. The strategy ’in
the morning & at home, awake Liz’ is adapted and generated
dynamically according to the context where Liz is. If Liz goes
to her house in Paris, the service ’in the morning & at home,
awake Liz’ will awake her in the morning by ringing the phone
in her room. To do so, first a search of the available services
that can awake Liz is done. Once the appropriate service is
found, the strategy uses this new service, here ringing the
phone, to awake Liz.
B. Context-Aware Strategies
In the scenario above, the general strategy is ’in the morning
& at home, awake Liz’ which is specialized according to Liz’
varying context. We define strategy as a set of rules. A rule has
three parts, an event part, a condition part and an action part.
In our example the event is it is the morning, the condition
(set of events) is ’in the morning & at home’ and the action
is ’awake Liz’. The general strategy is specialized depending
on the context, and the devices around Liz. This will be very
useful in pervasive environments as a user can move from

one context to another while using his/her services everywhere
without having to know what is available around him/her and
how these new services work. Liz would like to be awoken
all the working days of the week in the morning no matter
where she decides to sleep: in her room, in her child room or
even in the guest room. The notion of home includes all Liz’s
houses, whether they are in New York or Paris. She has set
an initial service to do that using a general strategy and this
service will take care of adapting the strategy to her context.
Once she moves to her new environment, or once new devices
are present in the environment, Liz does not have to search
and find herself the services capable of awakening her in the
morning. Nor does she need to know how the services/devices
work.

A. Service Model
Our service publishes interfaces: an interface specifies methods that can be performed on the service. Our service’s
interfaces are public and so published for an external use. Our
service model is independent of any implementations and can
be applied to OSGi bundles/services [2] or Web services [3].
A service profile provides the description of the interfaces
the service publishes. Standard description languages such
as WSDL [4], UDDI/XML and OWL [5] can be used
to illustrate these descriptions. We decide to use OWL-S
(Semantic Markup for Web Services) [6] because of its ability
to support specialization and inheritance.

III. DYNAMIC S TRATEGY S PECIALIZATION IN P ERVASIVE
E NVIRONMENT
In the Perva-Home scenario (cf. figure 1) the applied
strategy is dynamically specialized from the general strategy.
General strategies are a set of rules such as: ’In the morning
& at home, awake Liz’. Rules are semantically described.
For example, the Perva-Home finds the users location and
based on this location the general semantic strategy will be
specialized with a specialized condition When it is 8 o’clock
at Paris & Liz is in her room and a specialized action start
radio. The different layers described in figure 1 are abstract.
The devices layer contains the devices present in the house.
The services these devices offer are present in the services
layer. The strategy applied is described in the strategies layer.
This strategy executes the services depending on the location
of the devices.

Fig. 2.

Service ontology description

The class Service (cf. figure 2) provides an organizational
point of reference for declaring our service. One instance of
Service will exist for each distinct service available in the
environment. The properties presents is a property of Service.
The class ServiceProfile is the range of this property. Each
instance of Service will present a descendant class of ServiceProfile. The service profile “describes what the service does”,
in other terms it describes its interfaces. A service can present
several profiles corresponding to the several functionalities it
can publish. For example, the service Audio streaming of the
Radio device presents an entertainment profile for playing
music to the user, but also an awaken profile for awakening
the user in the morning. The ServiceProfile class has two
properties: the hasInput which ranges over an Input instance,
and the hasOutput which ranges over an output instance. All
these classes and properties are provided by OWL-S [6]. A
service’s various properties are formally specified with OWLS in terms of shared concepts in ontologies.
B. Context Model

Fig. 1.

Perva-Home

In the following, we define our service and context models
and present our context-aware ontology related to the PervaHome scenario. Also, the generation of the specialized strategy
is explained. All along we illustrate our specialization proposal
with the Perva-Home scenario.

In order to clearly set the scope of information we want
to deal with, we refer to the following general definition of
context proposed in [7]:
’Context is any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object
that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and
an application, including the user, the device and application
themselves’.
We have developed a context model based on predicates. The

adopted convention has the form of predicate(subject, value),
in which
•
•
•

predicate is the type of context that is being described
(location, time, temperature).
subject is the subject name (person name, object).
value is the value of the subject (bathroom, 8 o’clock,
120 degree)

For example, Location(Liz, Parent room) - Liz is located in her
room, Time(New York, 08:00GMT) - it is 8 o’clock in New
York. The structure and properties of our context predicates
are described in an ontology (cf. figure 3 & figure 4). Each
statement is in the form of predicate(subject, value), where
subject and value are ontology’s objects or individuals, and
predicate is a property relation defined by the ontology.
We detail a part of the Time ontology (cf. figure 3),
Location ontology (cf. figure 4) and Action ontology (cf.
figure 5) that correspond to the Perva-Home scenario. The
Time ontology describes semantically the notion of morning
depending on the location. The morning in the USA is
08:00GMT in New York, which is 15:00GMT in Paris. While
the morning in France is 08:00GMT in Paris (01:00GMT in
New York).

Fig. 3.

The Action ontology (cf. figure 5) describes the different
actions that can be taken to awake Liz. The choice of the
action depends strongly on the devices present in the context
of the user, here Liz.

Fig. 5.

Action Ontology

Context information is represented using the Resource
Description Framework (RDF). RDF is a language that has
originally been designed for representing information about
resources in the World Wide Web (RDF-concepts). In our
modeling approach, a piece of context information is an RDF
fragment which relates entities (that are instances of concepts
or classes from the context ontologies) to other entities or
values.
We describe in RDF/XML notation (cf. figure 6) the condition that stipulates that Liz is in her child room and it is the
morning in New York.

Time Ontology

The Location ontology (cf. figure 4) describes the places
Liz can occupy. No matter she is in New York or Paris Liz
can be in her room at her house or in the conference room at
her company.

Fig. 6.

A context ontology example written in RDF/XML notation

The ontology is used to check the validity of context
predicates. It also makes it easier to write different context
predicates since we know the structure of the predicate and
the types of values different arguments can take. The defined
ontologies will be used to define the condition and action parts
of our strategies.

Fig. 4.

Location Ontology

C. Specialized strategies
A rule is formed of an event part, a condition part and an
action part. The event part of the rule describes the context

information such as it is the morning or Liz is in her room. The
condition part expresses the set of events the context has to
verify so that our rule can be applied. The action is the action
that will be executed when the condition is satisfied.
Once the context of the user is defined (time, location,
services available), the general strategy that expresses the
condition and action in semantic needs will specialize in a
strategy, expressing condition as context predicates and action
as a service profile output description. In the specialization
phase, the condition and action are expressed using the
ontologies defined section III-B.
The event part of the rule is provided by the Amigo
Context Management Service (CMS) [8]. A functional module
provides access to local context information. It can represent
sensors that are placed in the house and in each room. This
module returns the representations of the real world context
using the context description ontology. Amigo CMS defines
two essential modules: Context Source and Context Broker.
Context Source is the abstraction for any functional element
that is able to provide context information. The common
element used is the data sensor: devices that measure environmental properties, softwares entities that give information
about a device or services. The Context Broker is responsible
for the discovery of and access to Context Sources.
The Condition part of the rule is the expression of the
events in RDF/XML notation using concepts of the ontologies.
In our Perva-Home scenario the context ontology used is
the time and location ontologies (cf. figure 3, 4). The
general condition is then specialized and ’in the morning &
at home’ is expressed using context ontology predicates, e.g.
Time(New York, 08:00GMT) and Location(Liz, Child room)
and expressed in RDF/XML notation (cf. figure 6).
A matching algorithm is used to find the services that execute
the action of the strategy. The algorithm matches between
the service profile description being sought (the action (cf.
figure 5)) and the semantic description of the functionalities
provided by each service. To perform semantic operation
matching, our algorithm is built upon the semantic matching
of web service capabilities algorithm proposed by Paolucci et
al. [9]. This algorithm is based on semantic match between a
declarative description of the service being sought (the request
service), and a description of the service being offered (the
advertisement service). The services are described in DAMLS (DARPA Agent Markup Language for Web services). The
matching engine of the algorithm is based on DAML ontologies, and support flexible semantic matching. The degree of
flexibility can be defined allowing flexibility in the choice of
services. An advertisement service matches a request service
when all the outputs of the request are matched by the outputs
of the advertisement, and all the inputs of the advertisement
are matched by the inputs of the request. This describes
the perfect match between services. The algorithm defines
a degree of match to allow more flexibility. The degree of
match between two outputs (or two inputs) depends by the
relation between the concepts associated with those outputs
in the ontologies. The degree of match is determined by the

minimal distance between concepts in the taxonomy trees.
Four degrees of match are defined: exact matching (if the
outputs are equivalent), plug-in matching (if the output of
the advertisement is a subClass of the output of the request),
subsumes matching (if the output of the request is a subClass
of the output of the advertisement) and the fail matching
(no subsumption relation between outputs). Degrees of match
are organized along a discrete scale in which exact matches
are of course preferable to any another; plug-in matches are
the next best level because the output returned can probably
be used instead of what the requester expects. Subsumes is
the third best level since the requirements of the requester
are only partially satisfied: the advertised service can provide
only some specific cases of what the requester desires. Fail
is the lowest level and it represents an unacceptable result.
We adapt the algorithm in a way such that, the action of our
strategy is the output of the request service, and the services
present in the context are the set of advertised ones. Our
generic model of service respects the web services model
and the OWL-S ontology language is originally the DAMLS used by Paolucci et al. [9]. Using our OWL ontologies
(cf. figure 5) and concepts matching can lead to semantic
recognition despite the possible syntactic differences between
services interfaces. Indeed, a phone ringing service, an audio
streaming service or a switching-on-a-light service have different methods signatures and interfaces definition but a common
semantic profile description corresponding to the action awake
(cf. figure 5). We show how service is matched to the action
through the radio example. A simplified version of the OWL
description of the Radio service is given figure 7. The outputs
the service generates is instance of the concept audio streaming
that is a sub class of the concept awake (cf. figure 5). The
algorithm for output matching recognizes that Radio On and
awake are plug-in match because Radio On is a subClass of
Audio Streaming which is a subClass of awake (cf. figure 5).

Fig. 7.

The radio semantic description service written in OWL

In the Perva-Home scenario the general strategy : ’In the
morning & at home, awake Liz’ will become:
• IF Time(New York, 08:00GMT) U Location(Liz, Parent

room) THEN (Radio, Radio On)
IF Time(New York, 08:00GMT) U Location(Liz, Guest
room) THEN (lamp, Lamp On)
• IF Time(Paris, 08:00GMT) U Location(Liz, Parent room)
THEN (Phone, Phone Ring)
The Perva-Home chooses the service that plays the radio as
the service to execute in Liz room. The semantic description of
this service fits the semantic description of the awake action.
The execution is done by a method call to the service interface.
When Liz is in the guest room the Perva-Home search for
the services available in the new environment and having the
semantic description awake. Liz will be awoken by the light
switching on. In her room in Paris the strategy will be different
(ringing the phone) and adapted to the new environment.
The strength of the semantic ontologies model is also in the
possible equivalence between concepts. In our Perva-Home
scenario, if Liz goes to Japan for professional reasons, she
would like to be awoken in the morning like at her house
in New York or Paris. The general strategy ’In the morning
& at home, awake Liz’ must be also adapted in the hotel in
Tokyo. The hotel and house concepts in our ontology should
be treated as home for Liz concerning the awakening strategy.
•

service’s specification from its implementation. A simplified
version of Amigo CMS [8] implements the context broker
and context sources on OSGi to collect the context information
and returns the event part of the strategy. The specialization is
done following the Strategy Pattern [12] (cf. figure 9).
The discovery process of the services in the context is not
explained in this article. For now, we rely on existing system,
UPnP [13].

Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.

Extended Location Ontology

The two concepts Hotel and House are tied together using
a property equivalentClass to indicate that in a certain context
and for some strategies, the hotel can be taken as home for the
user. For example, in our strategy that awaken Liz every day,
if Liz is in a hotel in Tokyo, she would like to be awoken, so
the strategy also work in the hotel that is considered in our
ontology (figure 8) equivalent to house.

Specialized Strategy generation

This work is integrated to the ANIS: Automatic Negotiated
Integration of Services platform [14]. ANIS provides a
framework for integrating services with different techniques
of integration (composition, weaving, and deployment by
downloading/uploading) and an OSGi Toolkit. The decision
mechanism in ANIS will use the strategies specialization
in order to decide which services to integrate, and how to
integrate them, in a pervasive environment. The decision
service of ANIS creates a general integration strategy for
integrating services within applications. An example of a general strategy defines the event part: applications and services
available in the context, the condition part: when compatible
services and the action part: integrate. The action will be
specialized in compose, weave or deploy/upload depending
on the context information, the semantic services descriptions
and matching algorithm results. Possible specialization can be:
’when semantic inputs of a service matches semantic outputs of
another service, compose services’ or ’when semantic inputs
of a service matches semantic inputs of another service, weave
services’. The specialization of integration strategies will be
the subject of another article.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION
We demonstrated the feasibility of our specialization model
by implementing a first prototype. We choose to implement it
using Java platform and OSGi technology. The choice of Java
was motivated by its portability and its capability to provide a
strong separation between the APIs and their implementations.
OSGi [10] was chosen for its facility to provide the Inversion
Of Control (IOC) [11]. OSGi simplifies the development,
deployment and management of services by decoupling the

V. R ELATED WORK
Context-aware strategies for using services have emerged
with the development of pervasive environments. Serviceoriented platforms and Multi-Agent systems are the domains
in which these concepts are most dealt with.
[15] proposes a middleware that facilitates the development
of context-aware agents. This Middleware for Context-Aware
Agents in Ubiquitous Computing Environments allows agents

to acquire contextual information easily, using about it different logics and then adapting themselves to changing contexts.
The middleware allows autonomous, heterogeneous agents to
have a common semantic understanding of contextual information. Ontologies are used to define different types of contextual
information. Agents either use rules or machine learning
approaches to decide their behavior in different contexts.
In service oriented platforms, existing approaches to identifying and choosing services can be classified into three
cases [16]: Task based approach, choosing a service is based
on the functionality the service provide with respect to a
user task [17]; semantic web based approach, choosing a
service is based on compatible concepts of the service’s inputs,
outputs, pre-conditions, and/or effects (IOPEs) with respect to
semantic relations defined in ontologies [18], [19]; sub-typing
based approach, choosing a service is based on matching
the signatures (arguments and types) of the services with the
respect to various sub-typing rules [20]. We will present two
existing frameworks: XVMF and SOCAM.
XVMF [16] is an extensible and versatile matchmaking
framework, which supports various service substitution mechanisms in dynamic application adaptation for ubiquitous mechanism. It allows an application or a user to select the most
appropriate substitution mechanism with respect to its requirements by providing various substitution policies.
SOCAM [21], a service-oriented middleware for building
context-aware services proposes a middleware for building
and rapid prototyping of context-aware services. It provides
support for acquiring, discovering, interpreting and accessing
various contexts to build context-aware services. The context
model is based on OWL. SOCAM is a distributed middleware
that converts various physical spaces from which contexts are
acquired into a semantic space where contexts can be easily
shared and accessed by context-aware services.
Our approach combines all the three classified approaches, our
task is defined by the general strategy, the semantic is used
for its specialization and the sub-typing when calling the interfaces services. Our proposal is innovating not because it adapts
the strategy to the context using a classic rule-based approach
but because it introduces a dynamic, context-aware strategy
specialization concept. The strategy is specialized depending
on the context at runtime. Our approach uses existing works
such as the Amigo CMS model and the semantic matching
algorithm proposed by Paolucci et al. [9] and adapts them to
our needs.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND P ERSPECTIVES
In this paper we have proposed a novel approach for
specializing strategies for choosing, and then using services
in a pervasive environment. Usually in other approaches,
strategies for the use of services in a pervasive environment
are dynamic but simply defined during the development phase.
Our approach is to provide a context-aware mechanism which
is able to adapt dynamically the condition part and action
part of the strategy rule to the context without the need to
specify how, during the development of applications. Only a

general strategy is defined in the development phase. At run
time, a dynamic specialization provides a specialized, contextaware rule from the general rule strategy. We define context
predicates to model our specialized condition and ontologies
concepts for our specialized action.
We are improving our rule-based engine in our prototype
and also aim to test the performance of our prototype for
instance, its reactivity to service availability in real pervasive
environments by moving from simulated context to real sensed
context (home lab).
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